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We live and work in a digital 

sphere; our lives are reflected 

back to us on screens. We live in 

a time of transition, visual cues 

evolving as technology becomes 

ever more integrated to our daily 

interactions and our work and 

home lives begin to merge. Our 

inert or passive state of being 

has become just as important 

as our active one. Off the Grid, 

turns us inwards, calming our 

nervous system and allowing us 

a pause for reflection. 

off the grid
the collection



Off the Grid is a deeply textural 

collection, of undulating patterns 

that mirror the natural world, 

contour lines that dip and yield, 

boundaries that blur the edges, 

abstract forms, forging deeper 

connections to the world around 

us. As our schedules leave little 

time for reflection, and our digital 

lives remove us from our senses, 

we yearn for the calming power 

of a soft surface, the visual 

harmony found in nature, for 

physical connection. 

drawn  
from nature
the story



We explored natural environments completely disconnected from our 

daily roles and technology. Immersing ourselves in the journey and 

drawn, with a sense of curiosity, to details often overlooked. From grand 

landscapes to delicate and intricate patterns our passion for design 

was reignited. This collection is a product of our team’s experience of 

reconnecting to our craft by disconnecting from our routine.

To really be off the grid, we needed to connect with 

all of our senses, it’s about being present and alert

to all the possibilities contained in that moment.”

Maria Scott / 
senior designer

“

disconnect to reconnect
inspiration



the collection

Deeply textural tile can be used to create subtle or dynamic shifts 

in scale and textural density. Sensory and tactile with organic 

patterns that abstract the elements and connect us with nature.

18 x 36 in | 46 x 91 cm tile

Bring a biophilic element to the built environment with colour 

and pattern. Designed to create impact and moments of pause 

that connect to a larger visual language.



expanse tile
installed staggered



beyond tile
installed staggered



expanse tile + 
beyond tile
installed monolithic



seek tile
installed staggered



discover tile
installed staggered



P A U S E

A N D  C O N S I D E R

W H A T  C O M E S

N E X T



A soothing palette with variations in texture and pattern address 

the nature deficit in the workplace, adding moments of calm and 

contemplation needed as respite from to the challenges of the day.

This is a collection that can be used in diverse 

ways - styles evoke a peaceful, quiet nature. 

With variety of pattern you can create different 

pathways, spaces to collaborate or areas to sit 

alone and recollect your thoughts.”

Ashley Olson /  
design manager / workplace

“

product installation



seek tile + beyond tile
installed herringbone



SEEK TILE 
in ridge 15580 

BEYOND TILE  
in ridge 15580 

seek tile + beyond tile
installed herringbone



discover tile + seek tile + beyond tile
installed random



SEEK TILE  
in ridge 15580 

BEYOND TILE 
in ridge 15580

DISCOVER TILE 
in ridge 15580

expanse tile + seek tile + beyond tile
installed random



The colours for this collection are directly drawn from the richness of the 

changing landscapes that the design team observed on their trips. The 

team collected samples of natural materials and developed a colour line 

that was authentically inspired to provide a sense of calm into spaces. 

Earthy and natural, the palette is a reflection of all that nature has to 

offer when you go off the grid.

The colour inspiration for off the grid was drawn 

from the expansive range of landscapes we 

experienced on our trips. Drawn from nature, these 

colours can be used to create overall calm textures 

or dramatic landscapes across the floor.”

Linsay Bittinger / 
designer

“

colour



dune 15105

shore 15592

peak 15506

ridge 15580

canyon 15180

summit 15597

cliff 15530

vast 15505

earth 15760

moss 15326

slope 15518

coast 15456

shown in beyond tile 

shown in seek tile 

dune 15105

vast 15505 moss 15326

cliff 15530 canyon 15180 slope 15518coast 15456ridge 15530

colour line


